For its second evening of One-Art Plays, the Dramahouse will present An Evening of Chekhov, featuring a monologue, a farce, and a total drama by the Russian master, Joseph Lesty. A recent star of the Apollo of Belleter, will present on The Harrifield of Tobacco. Allie Stone '59, of Tech. Show and Richard III, will direct the comic opera The Brute. Jerry Gold-20 will direct On the High Road, which was forbidden performances in Russia by the censor in 1895. The plays will be presented Saturday night, October 25th, in the Little Theatre. Curtain time is 8:30. As usual, refreshments will be served following the performance.

The major sponsorship for this term will be Ben Johnson's The Alchemist, which will be presented on December 9th and 10th. Trumpy will be held in the Little Theatre on November 3rd, and 4th. Technicians, designers, actors, and artisans are needed.

Harvard Is Host To W5U Assembly: UN Rep To Be Featured

The annual Regional Assembly of the World University Service will be held at Harvard University today and tomorrow, Dr. Frank P. Gardner, U.N. representative for the U.S. Foundation, and sprague, will be the featured speakers.

Attending Dr. Gardner will be the Hon. Christopher Phillips, U.S. representative to the U.N. Foundation and Social Council, Dr. Paul Gottshalk, President of the City College of New York, and chairman of the World Univer- sity Service; and Mr. Wilmer Kohn, National Executive Secretary of the W.U.S.

The World University Service, an international student relief agency, is sponsored by the Cambri-dge Police or other non-political agencies. Each team will have a barrel in which to de- signate any taxi, which may not be touched by the opposing team. Duration teams have authority to stop any f.ights at any time. Gloves may not be taken from the field or locked up with mechanical objects. Each team must be able to produce its remain- ing gloves within one minute of the finish of the fight. The winning team will have the next op- ponent's gloves in their barrel. 30 points will be awarded to the winning team.
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may be fashioned to carry the pole. 15 officers will be awarded to the win- ner of the race, and 10 points will go to the best decorated pole.

Glove Fight Under Stricter Supervision

The above fight will take place on a bounded field for 15 minutes unless a march stops the fight. The marshals will number at least 49 and will supervise the fight. Each participant will receive one glove, one for each hand. Each side will have a barrel in which to de- signate any taxi, which may not be touched by the opposing team. Duration teams have authority to stop any f.ights at any time. Gloves may not be taken from the field or locked up with mechanical objects. Each team must be able to produce its remain- ing gloves within one minute of the finish of the fight. The winning team will have the next op- ponent's gloves in their barrel. 30 points will be awarded to the winning team.
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hugs of love, oh no! We're run- ning our own investigation, and when we find out who did it, it's going to be too bad for them!"

Action was begun immediately after the incident to protect the students involved from Cambridge Police, the Security Forces, and the Drainahouse. But, and Judicial Committee issued a joint investigation, which ended acci- dentally when the persons involved were identified. Dornsey's House chairman Chris Strout was expected that the man will be held by the Campus police next week. He further said that the Cambridge Police have not yet made any com- ments, and that an official report of the incident has been released to outside parties. When asked whether he knew the in- cident was now in a position to prov-"